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Introduction
To help understand what matters most to potential clients, Martindale-Avvo 
surveyed legal consumers across the United States in the spring of 2022. We 
made sure to connect with consumers in our database who were currently 
dealing with a legal need, or who had dealt with one within the last year. 

We set out to answer the following questions: How does a legal consumer find 
the attorney they want to hire?  What tools do they use to research lawyers 
and how quickly do they make their hiring decisions?

Our report discloses data that supports each part of a potential client’s 
journey. In line with our previous surveys, legal consumers made it clear that 
they value attorneys who respond promptly to their calls and have invested 
the time in obtaining online client reviews. These, alongside typical criteria 
such as cost and experience, make up the how and why people choose a 
specific attorney.

We encourage you to use this information to attract and convert online 
searchers into new clients, along with your digital presence across the 
Martindale-Avvo network of legal brands.
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Three of the top six spots comprised consumers seeking to address highly personal matters  — family 
law (family planning/child custody), personal injury, and divorce/separation, with family law number 
one. Estate planning and criminal defense dropped in popularity, and  — perhaps optimistically  — 
bankruptcy and DUI/DWI were down from last year also. 

The leading legal need? Family law.
What legal needs have you experienced or dealt with? (Select all that apply) 
[Chart shows responses of “currently experiencing”]

Q2: What legal needs have you experienced or dealt with? Select all that apply. [Chart shows responses of “currently experiencing”]

Family planning/child custody

Personal injury

Divorce or separation

Estate planning

Criminal Defense (excludes DUI)

Landlord-Tenant

Real estate

Small business

Workers compensation

Immigration

Social security disability

Tra c

Bankruptcy

DUI or DWI 1.8%

2.6%

4.2%

4.5%

4.9%

5.5%

6.6%

10.5%

10.7%

11.2%

11.2%

11.8%

12.8%

15.9%
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Again this year, an understanding of “pricing and fees” ranked as the top decision criteria as legal 
consumers want to know if they can afford an attorney’s services. In tandem, a “free consultation” is 
fairly high on the list as well. 

Much like last year, “responsiveness” ranked second. Because legal issues are time-sensitive, 
prioritizing a potential client’s case by promptly answering and returning calls or emails is of utmost 
importance in hiring.

Consumers also considered years of experience and the presence of online reviews/client testimonials 
as key factors to be included in consumers’ decision-making.

Considerations for contacting an 
attorney varied.
What information did/do you want before you first contact an attorney? 
(Select all that apply)

Pricing and fees

Responsiveness of the attorney

Years of experience

Online reviews or client testimonials

Indication they o er a free consultation

Location

Info on past cases and their outcomes
Bar association standing

(licensed and in good standing)
Personality of the attorney

Recommendation from a friend/family

Firm information
Endorsement or recommendations

from other attorneys
Responses in Q&A website

Working style

1-10 rating by a 3rd party website

Awards the attorney has received

Articles written by the attorney

School(s) attended

Other (please specify) 9.5%

9.1%

9.5%

11.8%

18.1%

19.9%

20.9%

23.3%

25.9%

29.3%

32.8%

35.9%

38.0%

40.5%

44.5%

45.5%

47.9%

54.2%

57.6%
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Almost half of respondents (46.4%) did not get a recommendation at all, whereas 31.2% pinged 
friends and family and 21.4% received a recommendation from another lawyer.

We noticed that in demographic data, adults from 35-44 favor the recommendations from family/
friends, whereas this drops off with older consumers.

Nearly half of consumers didn’t start 
their search with a recommendation.
Did you get any recommendations when starting your search for an attorney? 
(Select all that apply)

Recommendation from friends/family

Recommendation from another lawyer

Recommendation from another professional 
(doctor, accountant, etc.)

I did not get a recommendation

Other (please specify) 8.3%

46.4%

8.6%

21.4%

31.2%
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When looking for an attorney, online dominated. A majority of consumers begin by using a search 
engine (26.9%) or online reviews/directories (26.5%). Throw in websites and social media, and a 
digital presence is necessary for marketing your firm.

Recommendations (word of mouth) slipped this year, thus solidifying the championing of any and all 
things on the internet.

1st resource used when finding an attorney

2nd resource used when finding an attorney

Most people searched online for  
an attorney.Please number the first three resources you used when finding an attorney. (If you used fewer than three, number up to how many you used.)

1st resource used when finding an attorney

Search engines

Online reviews / directories

Recommendation (word of mouth)

Attorney/ rm website

Legal services (non-pro ts, government, etc.)

Social media

Media advertisement (TV/radio)

Networking event 1.1%

1.1%

2.8%

10.4%

10.4%

24.4%

26.5%

26.9%

Online reviews / directories

Search engines

Attorney/ rm website

Recommendation (word of mouth)

Legal services (non-pro ts, government, etc.)

Social media

Media advertisement (TV/radio)

Networking event 0.8%

1.8%

2.3%

7.9%

8.7%

18.6%

21.5%

25.2%

Please number the first three resources you used when finding an attorney. (If you used fewer than three, number up to how many you used.)

1st resource used when finding an attorney

Search engines

Online reviews / directories

Recommendation (word of mouth)

Attorney/ rm website

Legal services (non-pro ts, government, etc.)

Social media

Media advertisement (TV/radio)

Networking event 1.1%

1.1%

2.8%

10.4%

10.4%

24.4%

26.5%

26.9%

Online reviews / directories

Search engines

Attorney/ rm website

Recommendation (word of mouth)

Legal services (non-pro ts, government, etc.)

Social media

Media advertisement (TV/radio)

Networking event 0.8%

1.8%

2.3%

7.9%

8.7%

18.6%

21.5%

25.2%
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Nearly two thirds (62.9%) reported using online content to come to fully understand their legal 
issue, followed by online forms or tools. While offline research was not popular, “none of the above” 
took a good portion of respondents’ answers. We believe that consumers didn’t necessarily employ 
secondary research or that these options didn’t satisfy what they did.

Further resources centered around 
online content.
Did you use any of the following resources when handling your legal matter? 
(select all that apply)

Q9: Did you use any of the following resources when handling your legal matter? (select all that apply)

Online content about your legal matter 
(articles, Q&A, videos, etc.)

Online forms or tools 
(such as a wizard on a website)

Offline content about your legal matter 
(books, pamphlets, etc.)

Offline forms or tools 
(such as purchased software)

None of the above 32.0%

7.3%

17.6%

27.7%

62.9%
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When asked how they thought they would handle their legal matter, 45% of those surveyed answered 
that they were planning to hire an attorney, and 18.9% wanted to speak to a legal professional prior 
to hiring. A little over a third did not set out to hire an attorney (although some did in the end, as the 
next page will show).

Most consumers planned to hire  
an attorney.
How did you initially plan to handle your most recent legal matter?

Q4: How did you initially plan to handle your most recent legal matter? (This may be different than what you actually did)

I planned to hire a lawyer
or legal professional

I planned to decide after speaking to a
lawyer or legal professional

I wasn't sure what I was going to do

I planned to decide after researching
the matter myself

I planned to handle the matter myself

I planned to handle the matter
using online forms or tools

Other (please specify) 2.9%

4.2%

7.6%

7.8%

13.6%

18.9%

45.0%
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Only 12.1% were still undecided after researching attorneys. While 52.8% did hire an attorney, that’s 
a drop from 2021 (56%). The “other” answer at 14.6% included responses such as being assigned an 
attorney (e.g. public defender, insurance company attorney, etc.) and still trying to locate an attorney.

Consumers who did not immediately plan to hire an attorney to handle their legal matter nonetheless 
went on to hire an attorney at a rate of 42%. (This category includes both those who were opposed 
to hiring an attorney, as well as those who were uncertain and wanted more information before 
deciding what to do).

More than half hired an attorney.
How are/did you handle your most recent legal matter?

Q5: How are/did you handle your most recent legal matter?

I hired an attorney to handle the matter

I have not decided what to do

I handled my case pro se (on my own)

I used online forms or tools
to handle the matter myself

I hired a legal professional
(mediator, advocate, etc.)

to handle the matter

I did not pursue my legal matter

Other (please specify) 14.6%

3.2%

3.4%

5.2%

8.7%

12.1%

52.8%
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Attorney responsiveness ranked as the number one most important attribute consumers required 
for hiring an attorney, the same as the prior year. In fact, the other major factors   — cost, free 
consultations, years of experience, and online reviews or testimonials — were all represented in the 
top five again.

We’d like to point out that the several top entries are inversions of what people listed as red flags 
or blockers to hiring, which are reported later in this document. Compare the first hiring factor 
“responsiveness of attorney” to the first red flag “slow to respond” and the second hiring factor “cost” 
with the second red flag “too expensive.”

Prompt response & affordability 
dominated consumer hiring decisions. 
What are the three most important pieces of information on which you based 
your hiring decision?

Q25: What are the three most important pieces of information on which you based your hiring decision?

Responsiveness of the attorney

Cost

Free consultation

Years of experience

Online reviews or client testimonials

Working style and personality
of the attorney ( t)

Info on past cases and their outcomes

Recommendation from a friend/family

Location

Payment options

Endorsement or recommendations
from other attorneys on a website

Firm information

Awards the attorney has received

Other (please specify) 8.9%

4.9%

11.5%

12.6%

16.0%

18.8%

22.5%

22.8%

25.7%

29.8%

31.9%

39.0%

41.4%

47.6%
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Among those who received a recommendation for an attorney to use, more than half (52%) ultimately 
went on to hire that attorney.

Recommendations matter.
Did you hire the attorney you were recommended?

Q14: Did you hire the attorney you were recommended?

9%

13%

13%

9%

5%

52%

Yes! I hired the attorney I was recommended
No, but I hired an attorney in their rm/network
No, I hired someone else
No, I did not hire an attorney
I am still deciding what to do
Other (please specify)
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Reviews continue to be very important for prospective clients (46.6%) to somewhat important (34.1%). 

In our demographic data, we discovered that younger respondents (aged 25-34) were most likely to 
place higher importance on reviews and ratings.

Online reviews matter, too.
What role did reviews and ratings play in your selection of an attorney?

Q24: What role did reviews and ratings play in your selection of an attorney?

Very important Somewhat
important

Not very
important

It didn’t matter

9.1%10.2%

34.1%

46.6%
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In years past, two-thirds of consumers (60%) contacted one to three attorneys before making a 
final decision; this has dropped to just above half (54%) with 23% preferring to contact three total. 
Quite a few prospects contacted 6 or more (18.3%), proving that some of our respondents were very 
thorough in their research.

A sizeable number (13.1%) did not contact any attorneys.

Consumers research multiple attorneys.
How many attorneys did you contact, before making a hiring decision?

Q20: How many attorneys did you contact, before making a hiring decision?

1 2 3 4 5 6 I did not
contact

any attorneys

13.1%

18.3%

4.5%

10.0%

23.0%

16.3%
14.7%
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Overall, more than half of consumers (53.3%) hired an attorney within a month.

Among consumers who did not hire an attorney, the most common reasons were cost (26%), being 
able to resolve the matter without an attorney (23%), being unable to find an attorney to take the 
case (15%), or not hearing back from any attorneys (14%).

One in four consumers hired an attorney 
within a week.
About how long did it take to hire an attorney? (from the moment you knew 
you needed an attorney to making a decision on one attorney).

Q21: About how long did it take to hire an attorney? From the moment you knew you needed an attorney to making a decision on one attorney. (ESTIMATES OKAY)

1-3 days 4-6 days 1-2 weeks 3-4 weeks More than
4 weeks

I did
not hire an

attorney

I am still in
the process

of hiring

18.0%18.0%

10.8%

8.6%

18.1%

9.9%

16.7%
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Continuing the trend over multiple years, “slow to respond” is the biggest red flag when hiring an 
attorney. Just over half (52.6%) of respondents indicated this was a major deterrent, just above too 
expensive (47.7%) and negative reviews online (42.1%). 

These numbers are practically identical to last year’s report, with minimal change in percentages.

What not to do.
What are the 3 biggest deterrents (or red flags) to hiring a particular attorney?

Q16: What are the 3 biggest deterrents (or red flags) to hiring a particular attorney? (select up to 3)

Slow to respond

Too expensive

Negative reviews online

Appearance of being too busy/stretched

No connection (personality t)
between you and the attorney

Disciplined by bar association

No proof of successful/winning cases

No online presence
(website, directory, social pro les, etc.)

Not enough reviews online

Not tech savvy

None of the above

Other (please specify) 6.5%

5.2%

6.6%

16.2%

22.5%

24.8%

27.8%

28.3%

31.6%

42.1%

47.7%

52.6%
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Most consumers (a whopping 89.2%) will contact an attorney/firm during weekday business hours, 
although smaller segments will attempt connections after business hours or on weekends.

Phone remains the preferred method of initial contact for consumers (77%), followed closely by 
email (68%). All the methods of contacting attorneys remained fairly high, with the least popular 
option being mobile text (43.9%; still very close to half), so having a variety of ways to speak with 
potential clients is a good idea.

Time of day & method of communication.
During what times would you be likely to contact an attorney?  
(select all that apply)

How likely are you to use the following methods when initially contacting an 
attorney? [chart shows combined totals for responses of “very likely” or “likely”]

Q19: During what times would you be likely to contact an attorney? (select all that apply)

Weekdays during business hours (9-5)

Weekdays outside of business hours

Weekends during business hours (9-5)

Weekends outside of business hours 20.7%

29.8%

35.4%

89.2%

Phone call

Email

In-person

Consultation scheduling tool on a website

Contact form on a website

Real-time chat with
a law firm through its website

Video call (Zoom, Skype, etc.)

Text 43.9%

48.5%

49.4%

54.5%

55.8%

58.4%

68.0%

77.0%

Q19: During what times would you be likely to contact an attorney? (select all that apply)

Weekdays during business hours (9-5)

Weekdays outside of business hours

Weekends during business hours (9-5)

Weekends outside of business hours 20.7%

29.8%

35.4%

89.2%

Phone call

Email

In-person

Consultation scheduling tool on a website

Contact form on a website

Real-time chat with
a law firm through its website

Video call (Zoom, Skype, etc.)

Text 43.9%

48.5%

49.4%

54.5%

55.8%

58.4%

68.0%

77.0%
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Among consumers who had resolved their legal issue, more than half (61.7%) resolved it in less than 
6 months. Just 17.6% said their issue took more than a year to resolve. However, 52.9% of surveyed 
consumers were still in the process of handling their legal issue.

Most consumers resolved their issue in 
less than 6 months.
How long did your most recent legal matter take to resolve?  
[Chart shows responses from those who have resolved their legal issue]

1-6 days 1-2 weeks 3-4 weeks 2-6 months 7-12 months More than
a year

17.6%

20.7%

29.7%

12.9%

8.6%
10.5%
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Unfortunately, nearly half of those surveyed paid more — or much more — than what they expected 
to (48.4%). Only 32.6% paid what they had expected, and a small chunk of people (19%) paid less or 
much less.

This coincides with the importance of transparency in legal fees and attorney cost throughout this 
survey. Potential clients are very worried about the cost, and perhaps this is rightfully so.

Cost versus expectations:
How did the expected cost compare to the cost you paid to resolve your legal 
matter? [Chart excludes responses of “N/A”]

I paid more / much more

I paid what I expected

I paid less / much less 19.0%

32.6%

48.4%
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Sample Size: 618 consumers completed the survey.

Sampling Error: The margin of error for the respondents was  
+/- 3.94% at a 95% confidence level using a point estimate of 50%.

Survey Method: Online survey of legal consumers in the Martindale-
Avvo database who had a current legal need or dealt with one in 
the past 12 months.

Data Collection Period: 6/14/22 to 7/29/22

Methodology
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Age Demographics Location Type

Employment Status

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 Above
65

Prefer
not to

answer

3.6%

13.8%

18.9%
19.9%

25.7%

16.0%

2.3%

21%

47%

32%

Urban city
Suburban neighborhood
Rural

6%

2%
3%

4%

6%

6%

13%

17%

43%

Full-time employment
Retired
Self-employed
Part-time employment
Unemployed (seeking work)
Unemployed (not seeking work)
Stay-at-home parent / caretaker
Student
Other (please specify):

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 Above
65

Prefer
not to

answer

3.6%

13.8%

18.9%
19.9%

25.7%

16.0%

2.3%

21%

47%

32%

Urban city
Suburban neighborhood
Rural

6%

2%
3%

4%

6%

6%

13%

17%

43%

Full-time employment
Retired
Self-employed
Part-time employment
Unemployed (seeking work)
Unemployed (not seeking work)
Stay-at-home parent / caretaker
Student
Other (please specify):

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 Above
65

Prefer
not to

answer

3.6%

13.8%

18.9%
19.9%

25.7%

16.0%

2.3%

21%

47%

32%

Urban city
Suburban neighborhood
Rural

6%

2%
3%

4%

6%

6%

13%

17%

43%

Full-time employment
Retired
Self-employed
Part-time employment
Unemployed (seeking work)
Unemployed (not seeking work)
Stay-at-home parent / caretaker
Student
Other (please specify):
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No surprise here! Over the years, consumers have had the 
same top reasons for selecting one attorney over another: cost, 
responsiveness, legal experience, online reviews, and location.

Whether it’s an online search, review, or content about a legal 
matter, the internet is king. While recommendations may 
influence the first step, the world of Google, social media, and our 
own Martindale-Avvo sites take precedence over all.

Being found and then responding is of utmost importance when 
converting a potential client into a customer. Almost all the 
methods of connecting with an attorney ranked at about 40% and 
higher — this includes phone calls, emails, and live chat — proving 
variety of communication is key.

While the big red flags were cost and slow response times, don’t 
discount how you’re marketing yourself! Negative reviews, the 
appearance of being too busy, and personality clashes are nearly 
as important when it comes to hiring an attorney.

Key Takeaways
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